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Abstract. Using the extensive and uniform data on coro-
nal mass ejections (CMEs), solar energetic particle (SEP)
events, and type II radio bursts during the SOHO era, we
discuss how the CME properties such as speed, width and
solar-source longitude decide whether CMEs are associated
with type II radio bursts and SEP events. We discuss why
some radio-quiet CMEs are associated with small SEP events
while some radio-loud CMEs are not associated with SEP
events. We conclude that either some fast and wide CMEs
do not drive shocks or they drive weak shocks that do not
produce signiﬁcant levels of particle acceleration. We also
infer that the Alfv´ en speed in the corona and near-Sun inter-
planetary medium ranges from <200km/s to ∼1600km/s.
Radio-quiet fast and wide CMEs are also poor SEP produc-
ers and the association rate of type II bursts and SEP events
steadily increases with CME speed and width (i.e. energy).
If we consider western hemispheric CMEs, the SEP associ-
ation rate increases linearly from ∼30% for 800km/s CMEs
to 100% for ≥1800km/s. Essentially all type II bursts in
the decametre-hectometric (DH) wavelength range are asso-
ciated with SEP events once the source location on the Sun
is taken into account. This is a signiﬁcant result for space
weather applications, because if a CME originating from the
western hemisphere is accompanied by a DH type II burst,
there is a high probability that it will produce an SEP event.
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1 Introduction
Coronal mass ejections (CMEs) associated with type radio II
bursts are more energetic on the average and there is a hi-
erarchical relationship between CME kinetic energy and the
wavelength range of type II radio bursts (Gopalswamy et al.,
2001a, 2005; Lara et al., 2003; Gopalswamy, 2006). The av-
erage speeds of CMEs associated with type II bursts conﬁned
to metric wavelengths is 610km/s, only about 30% higher
than the average speed (∼470km/s) of all CMEs. On the
other hand type II bursts with emission in the metric to kilo-
metric wavelengths (the so-called mkm type II bursts) are
associated with CMEs of higher average speed: 1490km/s,
which is ∼3 times the average speed of all CMEs. CMEs
associated with decameter-hectometric (DH) type II bursts
have intermediate speed: 1115km/s. Interestingly, the av-
erage speed (1524km/s) of CMEs associated with large so-
lar energetic particle (SEP) events is very similar to that of
CMEs with mkm type II bursts. This is consistent with the
idea that CME-driven shocks accelerate both ions and elec-
trons. Statistical studies have conﬁrmed this close associa-
tion (see e.g. Gopalswamy, 2003; Cliver et al., 2004a). Thus,
type II bursts, especially those occurring at longer wave-
lengths, have become good indicators of SEP events.
There are some observations that contradict the above pic-
ture. It was recognized long ago that some fast CMEs ob-
served during 1979–1982 were not associated with metric
type II bursts (Sheeley et al., 1984). These CMEs had speeds
up to 1600km/s with a median value of ∼455km/s. When
CMEs move faster than the characteristic speed of the am-
bient medium (say, the Alfv´ en speed), they drive fast-mode
MHD shocks, which in turn accelerate electrons to produce
the type II bursts. In this scheme, the radio-quietness (i.e.
the lack of type II bursts in the metric and DH wavelengths)
can be explained as being due to either the fast CMEs not
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attaining super-Alfv´ enic speeds, or the CME-driven shocks
are unable to excite type II emission (Sheeley et al., 1984).
Gopalswamy et al. (2001b) found that about a third of CMEs
faster than ∼900km/s were not associated with DH type II
bursts observed by the WAVES experiment (Bougeret et al.,
1995) on board the Wind spacecraft. Recently Gopalswamy
et al. (2008) found even a larger fraction (∼42%) of fast
(speed ≥900km/s) and wide (width ≥60◦) CMEs were ra-
dio quiet (RQ). The width criterion selects more energetic
CMEs because the CME width (W) is statistically related to
the mass (M) by the relation, log M=12.6+1.3log W (Gopal-
swamy et al., 2005b). This relation translates the width cri-
terion into a mass criterion, so W=60◦ corresponds to a mass
of 8.2×1014 g. The corresponding CME kinetic energy is
∼3.3×1030 erg, which is slightly above the average kinetic
energy of all CMEs (Gopalswamy, 2004). Radio quietness
even at such energies suggests that these high-speed CMEs
may not be super-Alfv´ enic. One of the reasons for study-
ing the type II burst association with CMEs is that they are
indicative of particle acceleration (electrons and ions) by
CME-driven shocks. Not all radio-loud (RL) CMEs are asso-
ciated with SEP events, so we do not know how reliable are
type II bursts as SEP indicators. Thus to get a complete pic-
ture on the ability of CMEs in driving shocks and producing
energetic particles, we need to understand how CMEs, SEPs,
and type II radio bursts are interrelated. We consider these
issues using the extensive database on CMEs, SEPs, type II
radio bursts which covers almost the entire solar cycle 23.
In Sect. 2, we consider the properties of RQ and RL fast
and wide (FW) CMEs. We also compare the properties all
CMEs associated with DH type II bursts (irrespective of the
CMEspeed)withthoseofFWCMEs. InSect.3, weconsider
the rate at which DH type II bursts are associated CMEs as a
function of CME speed, width, and source longitude for FW
CMEs and all CMEs. In Sect. 4, we investigate the associ-
ation of SEP events with RQ and RL CMEs. In particular
we examine why some RQ CMEs are associated with SEP
events and why some RL CMEs are not associated with SEP
events. In Sect. 5, we discuss the inﬂuence of the ambient
medium on the shock-driving ability of CMEs. We present
our summary and conclusions in Sect. 6.
2 CMEs with and without type II radio bursts
Applying the speed and width criteria (speed ≥900km/s and
width ≥60◦), 472 FW CMEs have been identiﬁed during
1996 to 2005 (Gopalswamy et al., 2008). The FW CMEs
constitutejust5%ofallCMEs(>10000)recordedbytheSo-
lar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO) mission’s Large
Angle and Spectrometric Coronagraph (LASCO, Brueckner
et al., 1995) over the same period (Yashiro et al., 2004). The
472 FW CMEs fall into 193 RQ and 268 RL CMEs. For 11
FW CMEs, there are no radio data. In addition to these RL
(FW) CMEs, we consider here another population of CMEs
associated with DH type II bursts, irrespective of the exis-
tence of metric or kilometric type II bursts; we refer to this
population as RL (DH) CMEs, which can have speeds less
than 900km/s. Note that our RQ and RL (FW) CMEs form
the two complementary subsets of FW CMEs. The RL (DH)
CMEs are not a subset of FW CMEs.
To check whether an FW CME is RQ or RL, we look for
type II burst association in the metric and DH wavelengths.
Our experience is that metric and DH type II bursts are de-
layed by about 20min and 25min, respectively, from the
CME onset. When there is a type II burst in the window
30min before and 60min after the CME onset, we term the
CME RL, otherwise RQ. If there is a type II burst beyond
this window, we consider this as an association after care-
fully ensuring that the burst could not be due to a different
CME. To check the CME association of DH type II bursts,
we looked for CME onset preceding the type II generally
within an hour. The time difference is occasionally longer
for type II bursts starting at very low frequencies (∼1MHz).
Information on metric type II bursts is obtained from the So-
lar Geophysical Data archived at the National Geophysical
Data Center (ftp://ftp.ngdc.noaa.gov/STP/SOLAR DATA/
SOLAR RADIO/SPECTRAL/Type II 1994-2007). Infor-
mation on DH type II bursts is also available online
as a preliminary catalog (http://lep694.gsfc.nasa.gov/waves/
waves.html). A list of DH type II bursts with informa-
tion on the associated CMEs is also available online at
the CDAW Data Center (http://cdaw.gsfc.nasa.gov/CME
list/radio/waves type2.html).
2.1 Annual number of FW CMEs
It is instructive to consider how the number of FW CMEs
varies with time. Figure 1 shows that the number of FW
CMEs varies by an order of magnitude between the mini-
mum and maximum phases of solar cycle 23. This is also
true for the RL and RQ subsets. The year 2002 has the
largest number, which is the year of the second maximum
in the CME rate (Gopalswamy, 2004). During each year, the
ordering of CME numbers among the three populations is
similar: #FW>#RL≥#RQ, except for the year 1999 when
#RL<#RQ. The peculiar behaviour in the year 1999 has
been noticed in other energetic CME populations as well:
the number of geoeffective halo CMEs (Gopalswamy et al.,
2007), and the number of SEPeffective CMEs (Gopalswamy
et al., 2003). The selection criterion requires that the CMEs
be faster than 900km/s, so the annual number of FW CMEs
generally follows the speed distribution (Gopalswamy et al.,
2006) shown in Fig. 1.
2.2 Kinematic properties of FW CMEs
Table 1 summarizes the properties of the RL (FW) and RQ
CMEs extracted from Gopalswamy et al. (2008). The RQ
CMEs are slower, have less number of halos, are associated
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Figure 1. Annual numbers of FW CMEs and the RQ and RL subsets for the years 1996 to 
2005 (bottom). The annual variation of the mean CME speed (top) is also shown for 
comparison. 
 
Fig. 1. Annual numbers of FW CMEs and the RQ and RL subsets
for the years 1996 to 2005 (bottom). The annual variation of the
mean CME speed (top) is also shown for comparison.
with weaker ﬂares, and are ejected at large angles to the
Sun-Earth line. No large SEP events are associated with RQ
CMEs, while about half of the RL CMEs are. Large or ma-
jor SEP events are those with proton intensity (Ip) at least
10 pfu [particle ﬂux unit; 1pfu=1 proton per (cm2 ssr)] in
the >10MeV energy channel of the Geostationary Opera-
tional Environmental Satellite (GOES) detectors. To under-
stand the radio loudness of the RL CMEs, we divide them
into three subgroups based on the wavelength range of the
associated type II radio bursts. We denote the presence of
type II radio bursts by y and Y (for yes) in metric and DH
wavelengths, respectively; similarly, absence is indicated by
n and N (for no). There are two y events with data gap (D)
in the DH domain and 6 Y events with metric data gap. Thus
nN events are RQ CMEs, while yY, nY, and yN are the three
subgroups of RL (FW) CMEs. The 2 yD and 6 DY events
arealsoRL CMEs, butwedonot include themintheanalysis
for kinematic properties. The yY events constitute the largest
subset with 165 CMEs (out of 268 RL FW CMEs or 62%),
followed by nY events (69 CMEs or 26%) and yN events (26
CMEs or 10%). Thus FW CMEs with purely metric type II
burst association (the yN events) are relatively small in num-
ber.
Figure 2 compares the speed and width distributions of
the RQ CMEs and the three subsets of RL (FW) CMEs.
The average speed increases in the following order: nN
(1117km/s), yN (1186km/s), nY (1340km/s), and yY
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Fig. 2. Speed (left) and width (right) distributions of RQ (bottom
row) and RL (3 upper rows) FW CMEs. Presence of type II radio
burstsisindicatedbyy&Y(foryes)inmetricandDHwavelengths,
respectively; similarly, absence is indicated by n & N (for no). Thus
nNeventsareRQCMEs, whileyY,nY,andyNrepresentRLCMEs.
Note that 11 RL FW CMEs are not included because of data gap in
one of the radio bands (metric or DH). The speed bins have a size
of 200km/s, containing CMEs with speeds within ±100km/s of
the bin value. For example, the 1000km/s bin contains CMEs with
speeds ≥900km/s but <1100km/s. For the width distribution, the
bin size is 30◦ and each bin contains CMEs within ±15◦ centered
on the bin values.
(1532km/s). This is consistent with the hierarchical relation-
ship between CMEs and type II radio bursts (Gopalswamy et
al., 2005a). The yY events are similar to CMEs associated
with the mkm type II bursts, although we did not check for
the existence of the kilometric part. CMEs associated with
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Table 1. Properties of radio-quiet and radio-loud fast and wide
(FW) CMEsa.
Property Radio-quiet Radio-loud
Number of FW CMEs 193 (42%) 268 (58%)
Average speed 1117km/s 1438km/s
Average width 86◦ 89◦
Fraction of halos 16% 60%
Median ﬂare size C6.9 M3.9
Fraction of backside CMEs 55% 25%
East-west asymmetry −0.02 0.2
Center-to-limb variation increase decrease
SEP associationb none 55%
a From Gopalswamy et al. (2008); b based on the presence of SEP
events with proton intensity ≥10pfu in the GOES >10MeV energy
channel.
purely metric type II bursts (yN events) are faster than the
ones reported in Gopalswamy et al. (2005a) because of the
cut off speed (900km/s) used here. The fraction of halos
steadily increases in the same order as the speed: nN (22%),
yN(23%), nY(53%), andyY(67%). HaloCMEsarethought
to be wider on the average and wider CMEs are more mas-
sive so the fraction of halos in a population is indicative of
the CME energy (Gopalswamy et al., 2007). Combining the
speed and halo CME information we conclude that the RQ
CMEs are the least energetic of the FW population (see also
Table 1).
2.3 CMEs with DH type II bursts
When we look for CMEs associated with DH type II bursts
without the criteria on speed and width, we identify more
than 300 CMEs from 1996 to 2005. A list of these bursts
along with the associated CMEs and their solar sources is
available on line (http://cdaw.gsfc.nasa.gov/CME list/radio/
waves type2.html). CME information is not available for 10
events because of SOHO data gap (8 events) or uncertain
CME association because of multiple CMEs (2 events). Each
one of the remaining 334 DH type II bursts is uniquely asso-
ciated with a CME. Since these CMEs are radio loud owing
to their association with DH type II bursts, we call them RL
(DH) CMEs.
We have shown the speed and width distributions of all RL
(DH) CMEs and the limb cases in Fig. 3. The limb CMEs
originate far from the disk center (central meridian distances
(CMD) in the range 60–90◦) and they are shown separately
because they are not subject to projection effects. The speed
distributions are approximate Gaussians with average speeds
of 1228km/s (all) and 1398km/s (limb). The median speeds
are not very different from the average speeds: 1151km/s
(all) and 1393km/s (limb). Note that the average speed of
all RL (DH) CMEs is slightly smaller than that of nY (1340)
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Fig. 3. Speed and width distributions of RL (DH) CMEs, i.e. CMEs
associated with type II bursts in the DH wavelength domain. (top)
All RL (DH) CMEs and (bottom) limb RL (DH) CMEs, i.e. origi-
nating in the central meridian distance range of 60–90◦. The aver-
age (Ave) and median (Med) speeds are indicated on the plots. The
bin sizes are as in Fig. 2.
and yY (1532km/s) events, which are higher-speed subsets
of RL (DH) CMEs. The width distributions of RL (DH)
CMEs in Fig. 3 show that they are generally wider and con-
sist of a large fraction of halo CMEs. The average width of
non-halo CMEs is well above 200◦. The fraction of halos in
the RL (DH) population (53%) is very similar to that in the
nY population. Another result worth pointing out is that RL
(DH) CMEs with low speed are rare (∼3%). The lowest bin
(200km/s) in the limb CME distribution contains a single
CME with a speed of 278km/s. The CME identiﬁcation is
most likely incorrect, because there is another candidate with
higher speed but was slowly accelerating. The 400km/s bin
contains only three CMEs with speeds 358km/s, 373km/s,
and 381km/s with an average of 371km/s.
3 Type II association rate
To make the association between CMEs and type II bursts
more quantitative, we determine the type II association rate
as a function of CME speed, width, and longitude (see
Fig. 4). The type II association rate increases from ∼40%
for the lowest bin (1000km/s, which includes CMEs from
900km/s to 1100km/s) to 100% for the 2000km/s bin. The
rate remains at 100% for CMEs faster than 2000km/s. There
was a single exception in the 2200km/s bin: the 7 April
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2001 CME at 17:38UT had a speed of 2198km/s but was
radio-quiet. This CME will be examined in more detail at
the end of this subsection. The association rate has a cut-
off at 40% because we have restricted to FW CMEs. The
linear increase of the type II burst association rate (R in %)
with increasing CME speed (V in km/s) can be represented
by the straight line, R=0.06 (V−298). Figure 4 also shows
that the type II association rate steadily increases with CME
width, starting from <20% for the 60◦ bin to 100% for the
300◦ bin. Note that only ∼85% of the full halos are associ-
ated with type II radio bursts, because some halos are slower
than 900km/s and hence are not included here. The linear
ﬁt to the association rate is R=0.26 (W+12), where W is the
CME width in degrees. Finally, the association rate is higher
(∼80%) for CMEs originating near the disk center and falls
off rapidly (by a factor of ∼2) towards the limbs. The peak
is also slightly shifted to the west, centered at ∼W11 as the
ﬁt shows: R=−0.0035 (L−11)2+81, where L is the source
longitude in degrees. At least two possibilities exist for this
center-to-limb behavior: (1) the limb CMEs are generally
less energetic compared to the disk ones for a given speed
because of projection effects, and (2) limb CMEs may have
only a fraction of their shock surface visible to the observer,
so their true association rate may be higher. This is especially
true for metric type II bursts because they can be easily oc-
culted. Cliver et al. (2004a) found that CMEs originating
from up to ∼20◦ behind the limb were associated with DH
type II bursts. The plausible explanation for the predomi-
nance of western CMEs is the spiral magnetic ﬁeld pattern
upstream of the shock: for western CMEs, the accelerated
electrons are channeled closer to the observer on the Sun-
Earth line, while they are directed away from the observer
for eastern CMEs.
Now we discuss the 7 April 2001 RQ CME whose sky-
plane speed is 2198km/s and the width is 152◦. The two
LASCO snapshots in Fig. 5 show the westward propagation
of the CME. A EUV eruption can be seen just above the
west limb in the 17:32UT difference image as a narrow dark
feature. The EUV images are from the Extreme-ultraviolet
Imaging Telescope (EIT, Delaboudini´ ere et al., 1995) on
board SOHO. This is clearly a behind-the-limb eruption. For
CMEs originating within ∼30◦ from limb, the measured sky-
plane speed is likely to be close to the true speed. However,
the width of this CME seems to be heavily overestimated be-
causeof the peculiarposition-angle distribution of the bright-
ness. The CME consists of a narrow bright part with a width
ofonly∼80◦ andanirregular(spiky)partmostlytothenorth.
It is not clear if the northern spiky part belongs to this CME
or not. If the true width is only 80◦, the kinetic energy be-
comes considerably lower than a CME with the same speed
but of higher width. Even with a width of 80◦, the CME is
still fast and wide, so the lack of type II radio emission may
be due to other reasons to be discussed in Sect. 5.
For comparison, Fig. 6 shows the association rate of DH
typeIIburstsasafunctionofCMEspeedandwidthconsider-
ing all CMEs between 1996 and 2005: fast and wide CMEs
have a high degree of association with DH type II bursts.
The association rate is around 10% for 1000km/s CMEs and
climbs to 100% for ≥2000km/s CMEs. The 2200km/s bin
has only 70% association rate because of three RQ CMEs out
of the 10 CMEs in the speed range 2100 to 2299km/s. The
three RQ CMEs are: the 7 April 2001 CME described above
(in Fig. 5), the narrow (50◦ wide) CME on 31 October 2003
at 04:42UT, and the 7 November 2003 CME at 15:54UT
(occurred from behind the west limb). While the ﬁrst two
CMEs are clearly narrow, the radio-loudness of the last one is
not clear due to intermittent gaps in the Wind/WAVES data.
As for the type II burst association rate with CME width,
we see that the maximum association rate is less than 47%.
Halo CMEs have the highest DH type II association rate. In
fact, this plot justiﬁes the consideration of FW CMEs as an
important subset for producing interplanetary type II bursts
(see Sect. 2.3).
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Fig. 5. SOHO/LASCO snapshots of the 7 April 2001 CME (the fastest RQ CME) at 17:38UT (C2 image) and 18:20UT (C3 image). The
dashed lines (solid lines) show the CME edges of the overall disturbance (bright part) of the CME. The overall disturbance has a width of
152◦, whereas the bright part has a width of only 80◦. It is possible that the northern part of the CME is superposed with another weak CME.
Wind/WAVES dynamic spectrum is shown on the right, with the type III burst indicated. There was no type II burst, so this CME is radio
quiet.
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4 SEP association
The lack of SEP events associated with RQ CMEs (see Ta-
ble 1) is a signiﬁcant result for space weather, because when
one observes an FW CME at the Sun, it will not produce a
large SEP event at Earth when it also lacks a type II burst.
This does not mean all RL CMEs are SEPeffective. In fact,
Table 1 shows that only slightly more than 50% of the RL
FW CMEs have SEP association, which needs to be ex-
plained. Furthermore, there are a few RQ CMEs that are
associated with small SEP events (Ip<10pfu) (Gopalswamy
et al., 2008). Thus we need to understand why some RQ
CMEs are associated with SEP events (albeit small) and why
some RL CMEs are not associated with SEP events.
4.1 RQ CMEs with small SEP events
The small SEP events (proton intensity <10pfu) associated
with RQ CMEs can be used to constrain the characteristic
speed of the ambient medium, provided the SEPs are due to
CME-driven shocks (Reames, 1999). Some of the small SEP
events may be impulsive events associated with the ﬂare re-
connection during the RQ CMEs. We show that some of
these small SEP events are indeed gradual events, likely to be
accelerated by CME-driven shocks. Table 2 lists the 14 RQ
CMEs accompanied by small SEP enhancements along with
the following information: CME date, time (UT), central po-
sition angle (CPA), width (W in degrees), speed (V in km/s),
location of eruption (heliographic coordinates), active region
(AR) number, soft X-ray ﬂare size, SEP intensity (Ip in pfu),
and the approximate duration of the SEP event in days. The
peak SEP intensities are all below 10pfu. Events in which
the peak intensity could not be determined accurately are de-
noted by a “?”. Because of SEP events preceding or follow-
ing some events, it is not possible to estimate the duration of
some events; such events are denoted by HiB (having high
background – 2 events) or F (having following events – 5
events). Among the 7 remaining SEP events, 5 have long (≥1
day), 2 have short (<1 day) durations. While the short dura-
tion ones may be impulsive SEP events, the longer duration
ones are most likely gradual events attributable to shocks.
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Table 2. Properties of radio-quiet fast and wide CMEs with possible SEP association.
Date UT CPAa Wa Va Locationb AR# Flare Ipc Dur (day)d
28 Nov 1996 16:50 267 101 984 N06W90 7997 C1.3 <1 2
14 Nov 1997 10:14 79 86 1042 N21E70 8108 C4.6 1? 1
23 Apr 2000 12:54 360 360 1187 W90b – DSF 1 2
12 Jul 2000 11:06 20 144 1124 N17E27 9077 X1.9 8? F
27 Jul 2000 20:06 197 100 1119 S12W77 – – 10 F
16 Sep 2000 13:50 198 100 1056 Back – – ? HiB
17 Mar 2002 10:34 182 187 989 S22E25 9871 M1.3 8? HiB
4 Jul 2002 20:06 270 168 957 W90b – DSF <1 F
20 Aug 2002 08:54 237 122 1099 S10W38 10069 M3.4 2 1.5
17 Mar 2003 19:54 291 96 1020 S14W39 10314 X1.5 <1 0.3
27 May 2003 22:06 215 123 1122 S42W45 – PE <10? F
22 Oct 2003 03:54 104 101 1163 SE90b 10486 M3.7 <1 F
24 Oct 2003 02:54 113 123 1055 S19E72 10486 M7.6 2 >1
6 May 2005 11:54 277 129 1144 S04W76 10756 M1.3 <1 <1
a The central position angle (CPA), and width (W) of CMEs are in degrees; the speed (V) is in km/s. b The sufﬁx “b” indicates the behind-
the-limb location of the eruption; e.g. SE90b means the eruption is behind the southeast limb. c Proton intensity in pfu (particle ﬂux units);
1pfu=1 particle per (cm2 ssr). d Approximate duration of the SEP events in days. F denotes events followed by other events, and HiB
denotes events occurring during elevated SEP background due to preceding events. In both cases, it is difﬁcult to estimate the duration of the
SEP event.
Let us look at the short-duration event on 17 March 2003
in more detail. The associated RQ CME has a speed of
1020km/s and a width of 96◦. Figure 7 shows the SEP
intensity as observed by SOHO’s Energetic and Relativis-
tic Nuclei and Electron (ERNE) experiment (Torsti et al.,
1995) in ﬁve energy channels along with the GOES soft
X-ray light curve. The X1.5 ﬂare associated with the SEP
event was quite impulsive. The eruption occurred from AR
10314 (S14W39) well connected to SOHO. The SEP inten-
sity peaked soon after the CME onset and lasted for only
∼8h. The short duration, weak intensity and well-connected
location all suggest that this is an impulsive event caused
by the X1.5 ﬂare, rather than by the CME-driven shock. A
preliminary analysis shows that the He3/He4 ratio is in the
range 0.04 to 0.06, two orders of magnitude higher than the
nominal gradual SEP value (0.0005). This ratio is consis-
tent with an impulsive event, although we must caution that
some gradual SEP events are also known to have enhanced
He3/He4 ratio (see e.g. Torsti et al., 2003). The other short-
duration event on 6 May 2005 was also associated with an
impulsive ﬂare from a well-connected location (S04W76). In
addition to the 14 events in Table 2, there was another impul-
sive event detected by SOHO/ERNE, probably too weak to
be detected by GOES. This event will be discussed in Sect. 5.
Impulsive events are generally well connected, which is
also true for the two events discussed above. The source lo-
cations in Table 2 show that all but one of the long-duration
events are poorly connected (eastern or backside) events. For
example, the 23 April 2000 long-duration SEP event is asso-
ciated with a halo CME (average speed 1187km/s) originat-
ing from behind the west limb. The CME probably origi-
nates form AR 8951, which rotated behind the limb early on
21 April and hence is estimated to be ∼30◦ behind the limb.
Any associated ﬂare must have been occulted. The particle
intensity increases around the time the CME appeared in the
LASCO ﬁeld of view and continued for ∼2 days, but the in-
tensity never exceeded 1pfu (see Fig. 8). This is certainly
a gradual event. Events like this point to the possibility of
weak shocks driven by CMEs and accelerating low levels of
SEPs. It must be pointed out that the source locations of
the long-lasting SEP events imply that the associated CMEs
are ejected at large angles to the Sun-Earth line, which is
an important property of most of the RQ CMEs. This ob-
servational effect, noted as one of the reasons for the radio
quietness, may also apply to the SEP events: the SEP events
may not be so small for a well connected observer. Thus we
conclude that some RQ CMEs (5 or possibly 12 out of 193)
are deﬁnitely associated with gradual SEP events, suggesting
that they drive weak shocks. Implications of such shocks will
be discussed in Sect. 5.
4.2 RL CMEs and SEP events
It is well known that almost all large SEP events are associ-
ated with DH type II radio bursts (Gopalswamy, 2003) and
that the association rate increases when the radio bursts occur
at metric and DH wavelengths (Cliver et al., 2004a) instead
of just at metric type II bursts. Since type II bursts are in-
dicative of SEP events, it is important to know what fraction
of CMEs associated with type II bursts actually produce SEP
events. This subsection describes how the subgroups of RL
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Table 3. SEP association rate among various FW CME populations.
Type II All No SEP HiB <1pfu ≥1pfu SEP Ratec
yY Events 165 53 30 7 75 61% (56%)
nY Events 69 25 17 5 22 52% (42%)
yN Events 26 16 3 4 3 30% (13%)
nN Eventsa 193 144 35 5 9 9% (6%)
Radio DGb 19 8 9 0 2 20% (20%)
a nN events represent the RQ FW CMEs, of which the 14 SEP associated ones are listed in Table 2. b Includes 11 events with no radio data
and 8 events with data gap (DG) either in the metric (6) or in the DH band (2). c Values in parentheses exclude <1pfu events.
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Fig. 7. (top) SEP intensity associated with the 17 March 2003 RQ
CME from SOHO/ERNE in 5 energy channels. The CME onset
(19:54UT) is marked by the vertical dotted line. The SEP event was
preceded and followed by other SEP events, but all are well sepa-
rated. (bottom) GOES soft X-ray intensity (in two energy channels:
1–8 A upper, and 0.5–4 lower) as a function of time, showing the
X1.5 ﬂare associated with the CME.
FW CMEs are associated with SEP events. We also show
how the association rate is distributed among CMEs associ-
ated with type II bursts in different wavelength domains.
Table 3 lists the SEP association rate for various FW CME
populations grouped according to their type II burst associ-
ation (yY, nY, yN, and nN in column 1; also includes ra-
dio data gap (DG)). Column 2 gives the total number of FW
CMEs in each type II category. Columns 3–5 give the num-
ber of events with high SEP background (HiB), tiny SEP
events (proton intensity Ip <1pfu), and SEP events with
Ip≥1pfu, respectively. Because of the elevated SEP back-
ground, the actual intensity cannot be determined for the
HiB events. Note that Ip≥1pfu events include both ma-
jor (Ip≥10pfu) and minor (1pfu≤Ip<10pfu) SEP events
(Gopalswamy et al., 2002). The last column gives the SEP
association rate, separately for all SEP events and those with
Ip≥1pfu in parentheses. We see that yY events have the
largest SEP association rate (61%), closely followed by nY
events (52%). CMEs associated with purely metric type II
bursts (yN events) have an SEP association rate of only 30%.
TheprogressiveincreaseinSEPassociationasonegoesfrom
yN to nY to yY events conﬁrms the conclusions of Cliver et
al. (2004a).
The nN events have a 9% SEP association rate (all SEP
events are small, Ip<10pfu). The nN events with small SEPs
are in deed the RQ FW CMEs listed in Table 2. For 19 FW
CMEs, there was data gap at radio wavelengths: 11 events
with no radio data at all and 8 events with data gap in one of
the bands (metric or DH). Two SEP events occurred during
the data gaps. Note that RL FW CMEs involving DH type
II bursts (yY and nY events combined) have a 58% SEP as-
sociation rate. If we include the yN events, the rate drops to
55%. This analysis conﬁrms the importance of DH type II
bursts as indicators of SEP events.
Figure 9 further illustrates the importance of type II bursts
by comparing the SEP association rate of FW CMEs with
and without type II bursts. When all the FW CMEs (irrespec-
tive of the type II presence) are considered, the SEP associ-
ation rate steeply increases from below 20% for 1000km/s
CMEs to 100% for ≥2800km/s CMEs. The rate also in-
creases with width, but less dramatically: 5% for 60◦ wide
CMEs to 40% for halo CMEs. With source longitude, the
rate peaks around W39 with a maximum rate of 64%. The
rate remains at 20% for backside western events, but drops
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Fig. 8. (top) GOES SEP intensity in three channels (red: >10MeV, blue: >50MeV, and green: >100MeV) along with CME height-time
plot and GOES soft X-ray plot for the 23 April 2000 RQ CME. (middle) CME height-time plots, the solid line indicating full halo CMEs, as
noted. The CME of interest is the only halo in the time range plotted. (bottom) The ﬂare locations (heliographic coordinates) are marked,
but there is no ﬂare location for the CME in question because it occurred behind the limb.
rapidly for eastern events, especially beyond E45. For the
RL FW CMEs, the SEP association rate starts with a much
higher value (∼40%) for 1000km/s CMEs and reaches 100%
for ≥2800km/s CMEs. With width, the rate increases from
∼25% (60◦ wide) to reach a maximum of 65% for halos.
The dependence of the rate with longitude has a similar be-
haviour, but has a higher peak rate (84% vs. 64%) and more
westerly location (W48 vs. W39). For a given speed, width,
and source longitude, the SEP association rate of FW CMEs
is much higher if they are accompanied by type II bursts.
4.3 RL (DH) CMEs and SEP events
As we discussed in Sect. 2.3, the number of RL (DH) CMEs
(334) is higher than that of the RL FW CMEs (268) because
some <900km/s CMEs produced DH type II bursts. Sixty-
fouroftheRL(DH)CMEshadhighbackground(HiB)levels
of SEP intensity due to pervious eruptions, so we exclude
them from the analysis. Of the remaining 270 events, 143 (or
53%) had deﬁnitely no SEP events. The remaining 127 RL
(DH)CMEs(or46%)haddeﬁniteSEPassociation, including
16 events with SEP Ip<1pfu. Note that many of the HiB
events also are real SEP events, but their intensity cannot be
determined. The result that only about half of the DH type
II bursts had SEP association is similar to what we found for
RL FW CMEs, although the speed criterion and wavelength
range of type II bursts are different.
Figure 10 illustrates the dependence of SEP association
rate with the speed, width and source longitudes of RL (DH)
CMEs. The SEP association rate is <10% for CMEs slower
than 600 km/s, but steadily increases to 100% for 2800km/s
CMEs (similar to the rate for RL FW CMEs). The ﬁrst width
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Fig. 9. SEP association rate of FW CMEs (top) and FW CMEs with type II bursts (RL FW CMEs, bottom) as a function of CME speed (V),
width (W), and source longitude (L). All SEP events with intensity Ip≥1pfu are included. Fitted curves to the distributions are shown on
each plot.
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Fig. 10. SEP association rate (R) as a function of CME speed (V km/s), width (W degrees) and source longitude (L degrees) for CMEs
associated with DH type II bursts. The curves ﬁtted to the rate are shown on the plots. Note that out of the 334 RL (DH) CMEs, only the 254
CMEs with SEP intensity ≥1pfu are included. The number of CMEs in the longitude distribution is smaller because source location is not
available for some events.
bin with non-zero SEP association rate is 60◦ (not due to se-
lection). The SEP association rate increases from ∼20% for
the 60◦ wide CMEs to a maximum of ∼60% for full halos.
With the source longitude, the rate maximizes (78%) at W63
and falls off on either side. The rate is very small for eastern
longitudes especially for source locations east of E45 as in
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Fig. 11. Same as Fig. 10, but the SEP association rate for the west-
ern hemispheric CMEs accompanied by DH type II bursts.
Fig. 9. The dependence of SEP association rate with CME
longitude is drastically different from that of DH type II
bursts shown in Fig. 4: the SEP associated CMEs originate
mostly from the western hemisphere, while the CMEs as-
sociated with DH type II bursts originate from both hemi-
spheres. This readily explains why only about half of the
CMEs associated with type II bursts are also associated with
SEP events (see previous paragraph). The SEP association
rate of western RL (DH) CMEs increases from ∼30% for
800km/s CMEs to reach 100% for ≥1800km/s CMEs (see
Fig. 11). The rate for western halos is 80%, much higher than
the ∼60% for RL FW CMEs (Fig. 9). The SEP association
rate of western CMEs accompanied by DH type II bursts is
very similar to the DH type II burst association rate of all FW
CMEs shown in Fig. 4.
The importance of western hemispheric origin for SEP
producing CMEs is further illustrated in Fig. 12 in terms of
the heliographic coordinates of all RL (DH) CMEs with and
without SEP events (considering all SEP events with inten-
sities ≥1pfu). Note that CMEs associated with DH type II
burstsoccuratalllongitudes, butthoseproducingSEPevents
are predominantly in the western hemisphere because of the
magnetic connectivity required between the observer near
Earth and the SEP source region. The preferred western lo-
cations for SEP events is known for a long time (see e.g. Mc-
Cracken, 1962). Thus, ifaCMEoriginatingfromthewestern
hemisphere is accompanied by a DH type II burst, there is a
high probability that it will produce an SEP event. This is a
signiﬁcant result for space weather applications.
5 Inﬂuence of the ambient medium
In the preceding subsections, it was found that CMEs with
SEPs predominantly originated from the western hemisphere
and those accompanied by type II bursts also had a slight
western hemispheric bias. It was also reported earlier that
the RQ CMEs originated at larger central meridian distances
than the RL CMEs (see Table 1). It may be instructive to
consider those RQ CMEs that bucked these trends. We need
N
S
EW
: with SEP
: wo. SEP
Fig. 12. Heliographic coordinates of CMEs accompanied by DH
type II bursts. The circles and crosses distinguish RL CMEs with
and without (wo) accompanying SEP events. All SEP events with
Ip≥1pfu are included.
to select western RQ CMEs close to the central meridian,
so we eliminated (i) all eastern events, (ii) western events at
longitudes >W60, and (iii) events at |latitude| >30◦. This
resulted in just 8 RQ CMEs with source locations overlap-
ping with those of the disk RL FW CMEs. In this section,
we investigate these events in more detail to understand the
cause of their radio quietness.
Table 4 lists the 8 RQ CMEs along with information on the
active region (AR) location (heliographic coordinates) and
NOAA number, associated ﬂares (soft X-ray importance),
and the SEP association (N – no SEPs; if there is SEP event,
the peak intensity is given in pfu). Six of the events have
numbered active regions, one is associated with a disappear-
ing solar ﬁlament (DSF) observed by SOHO/EIT, and the re-
mainingoneisfromanunnumberedregion. Asinthegeneral
population of RQ CMEs, the C-class ﬂares are in the major-
ity (see Gopalswamy et al., 2008); one ﬂare is of M-class and
the other of X-class. Only two CMEs were halos. Finally the
CME sources are also close to the disk center (longitudes be-
tween W24 and W47; latitudes between S17 and N07), so
the true speeds of CMEs are likely to be higher than the sky-
plane speed. The circumstances of eruption in each of these
events are discussed brieﬂy in the following.
23 September 1999 CME: This CME is associated with
a ﬁlament eruption near an extended coronal hole in the
southwest quadrant. Although the solar source is well con-
nected, there is no SEP event above the detection thresh-
olds of SOHO/ERNE and GOES. There are many streamers
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Table 4. List of RQ CMEs with source locations overlapping with RL disk CMEs.
Date UT CPAa Wa Speedb Location AR Flarec SEPd
23 Sep 1999 15:54 262 77 1150 S14W47 – EIT/DSF N
9 Feb 2000 19:54 360 360 910 S17W40 8853 C7.4 N
20 Aug 2002 08:54 237 122 1099 S10W38 10069 M3.4 2
17 Sep 2002 08:06 210 249 960 S12W33 10114 C8.6 N
17 Mar 2003 19:54 291 96 1020 S14W39 10314 X1.5 <1
13 Apr 2003 09:06 301 91 936 N07W49 10330 C2.7 N
9 Apr 2004 20:30 227 273 977 S16W29 10588 C2.8 N
17 Feb 2005 00:06 360 360 1135 S03W24 – C8.0 N?e
a The central position angle (CPA) and width (W) of CMEs are in degrees. b The CME speed is in km/s. c The soft X-ray ﬂare importance
as listed in the online Solar Geophysical Data. d Absence of SEP event is denoted by N (for no) and the presence is denoted by a number,
which is the peak intensity of the SEP event in pfu. e A tiny SEP event was detected by SOHO/ERNE.
visible around the Sun, but none is affected by the eruption.
Presence of the coronal hole is an indication that the Alfv´ en
speed is high in the vicinity of the eruption region.
9 February 2000 CME: This is a halo CME originat-
ing from the southwest quadrant, in the vicinity of dimmer
corona to the northeast and southwest as seen in EUV im-
ages. The eruption does not disturb the streamers in the
vicinity. There is no SEP event in the ERNE or GOES data.
A minor SEP increase observed ∼12h after the CME onset
is due to another RL CME on the next day.
20 August 2002 CME: This CME originates from an ac-
tive region with a small coronal hole to the south of it. The
associated ﬂare is of M class. There is enhanced SEP back-
ground due to preceding CMEs but a new minor SEP en-
hancement (Ip∼2pfu) is observed in association with this
CME. Wind/WAVES data shows a weak noise storm persis-
tent during this event.
17 September 2002 CME: The background corona ap-
pears tenuous in this case. The CME is generally dimmer
than the streamers seen in the coronagraphic images. The
eruption slightly deﬂects the streamers above the west limb.
There is no SEP enhancement in GOES or ERNE data. There
is an ongoing noise storm at frequencies below 6MHz.
17 March 2003 CME: This CME is associated with an
X1.5 ﬂare and a minor SEP event in both GOES and ERNE
(see Fig. 7). The duration of the SEP event is <8h, so
the event is likely to be an impulsive event as discussed in
Sect. 4.1. The CME width is probably overestimated. The
CME shows a slight non-radial motion in the northwest di-
rection, because the active region is located in the southwest
quadrant. This may be due to the presence of a large coro-
nal hole to the west and south of the active region. Also, the
streamers in the west are unaffected by the CME.
13 April 2003 CME: This CME is much narrower than
listed in the catalog. The coronal hole located to the west
and south of the active region is a return of the coronal hole
noted in connection with the 17 March 2003 event. No SEP
event is found in the GOES or ERNE data.
9 April 2004: This CME starts out narrow but becomes
large within the LASCO FOV. The CME is ejected into a
tenuous region. The eruption is associated with a large group
of intense type III bursts, but no SEP event is found in the
GOES or ERNE data.
17 February 2005: This is the second of the two halos
events in Table 4. The C8.0 ﬂare is quite impulsive. A com-
pact coronal hole is located to the north of the region. No
SEP event is evident in the GOES data, but a tiny SEP event
is detected by ERNE, likely to be an impulsive event.
The brief description of each of the event notes the pres-
ence of a tenuous environment into which the CMEs are
ejected. This picture is necessarily qualitative, because we
havenotperformedasimilaranalysisfortheRLevents. Nev-
ertheless, this will be useful in understanding the role played
by the ambient medium in deciding the ability of a CME to
drive shocks and hence to accelerate electrons and protons
(Gopalswamy et al., 2003b; Cliver et al., 2004b). The op-
posite extreme of the tenuous ambient medium is a medium
with higher density such as streamers (Gopalswamy et al.,
2004; Kahler and Vourlidas, 2005), preceding CMEs (Gopal-
swamy et al. 2004; Kahler 2001), which increase the ef-
ﬁciency of particle acceleration. Here we consider just the
implications of the tenuous corona into which a >900km/s
CME is launched.
The average speed of the 8 disk RQ CMEs in Table 4 is
1023km/s, which is even lower than the average speed of
all RQ CMEs. However, when we apply projection correc-
tion, the true speed will be higher. For a crude estimate,
we simply multiply the sky-plane speed by a factor of 1.6,
which was obtained by comparing the average speeds of
disk and limb halo CMEs (see Gopalswamy et al., 2007):
the average deprojected speed of the 8 RQ CMEs thus be-
comes ∼1637km/s. Of course, if we do the same thing to
the disk RL CMEs, their space speed is likely to be even
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higher. Nevertheless, the fact remains that there are several
RQ CMEs with speeds exceeding 1600km/s. Only three of
the 8 RQ CMEs had very small SEP enhancements. So, the
question is why these CMEs are radio quiet and why they did
not produce any large SEP event? Several explanations are
possible.
(1) The simplest explanation is that these CMEs do not
drive shocks. CMEs do not drive shocks when the charac-
teristic speed (fast mode speed or Alfv´ en speed) in the am-
bient medium is higher than the CME speed. This means
the Alfv´ en speed at coronal heights where metric and DH
type II bursts are observed (1.5–3RE from the Sun center)
is ∼1600km/s. Much higher Alfv´ en speeds are known to
exist in coronal holes, while the streamers have much lower
Alfv´ en speeds (see e.g. Esser et al., 1999). It is expected that
the quiet coronal regions have intermediate values. When
the corona is tenuous, the Alfv´ en speed can signiﬁcantly in-
crease. The relative change in the Alfv´ en speed (Va) depends
on the relative changes in the coronal density (n) and mag-
netic ﬁeld (B) according to dVa/Va=dB/B−0.5dn/n, so for
no change in magnetic ﬁeld (dB/B∼0), the Alfv´ en speed can
go up by a factor of 2 when the density decreases by a factor
of 4 (dn/n∼−4). Extended dark regions can be often seen
in EIT images, which are not as dark as coronal holes, but
darker than quiet regions. Fast and wide CMEs in such an
ambient medium cannot drive shocks, so the type II bursts
and SEP events will be absent. Kunches and Zwickl (1999)
reported that SEP intensity is reduced when a coronal hole is
present between the Sun-observer line and the solar source of
the SEP event. This is consistent with the explanation above.
However, this is not conclusive: Kahler (2004) did not ﬁnd
any bias against SEP production in fast solar wind regions (in
which the Alfv´ en speed is expected to be higher), while Shen
et al. (2006) did not ﬁnd signiﬁcant inﬂuence of the coronal
holes on SEP intensity.
(2) The second possibility is that the RQ CMEs may be
driving shocks, but the shocks are so weak that they do
not accelerate enough electrons to produce detectable non-
thermal emission. Weak shocks have low Alfv´ enic Mach
numbers, which indicate higher Alfv´ en speed in the ambi-
ent medium. It is well known that shocks accelerate electrons
andprotonsefﬁcientlywhentheMachnumberexceedsacrit-
ical value, which depends on the plasma beta (see Mann et
al., 2003, for a discussion on this topic). For typical values of
plasma beta in the outer corona (∼3RE from the Sun center),
the critical Mach number is ∼1.5. A 1600km/s CME would
drive a subcritical shock if the Alfv´ en speed in the ambient
medium is ∼1100km/s. The small SEP events occasionally
associated with RQ CMEs (e.g. the small SEP events in Ta-
bles 2 and 4) may be indicative of such weak shocks, pro-
vided they are not impulsive SEP events. We have shown in
Sect. 4.1 that there are indeed some small gradual (i.e. shock-
related) SEP events associated with RQ CMEs.
(3) Finally, it must be pointed out that the generation of
type II radio emission by the plasma emission process in-
volves multiple steps: acceleration of electrons, production
of Langmuir waves by the accelerated electrons, and the con-
version of Langmuir waves into detectable electromagnetic
radiation. Complete lack of large SEP events (at least in the
well connected RQ CMEs) suggests that particle accelera-
tion may be the main reason for radio quietness rather than
the plasma emission process.
From the above discussion, we can conclude that the
Alfv´ en speed in the ambient medium where plasma emis-
sion at metric and DH wavelengths originates can be as high
as 1600km/s (when no shocks are formed) or ∼1100km/s
(when weak shocks are formed). The lower extreme of the
Alfv´ en speed can be estimated from the fact that some DH
type II bursts are associated with CMEs of much lower speed
(<400km/s). Recall from Sect. 2.3 that there are only 3
CMEs in the lowest bin (400km/s), which give a minimum
average speed of 371km/s. For an Alfv´ enic Mach number
of 1.5, the Alfv´ en speed is expected to be ∼247km/s. When
we consider metric type II bursts, the CME speed gets even
lower (∼200km/s, see Gopalswamy, 2006; Gopalswamy et
al., 2005a), suggesting that the Alfv´ en speed could be be-
low 200km/s. It must be pointed out that the instances with
very low coronal Alfv´ en speeds are very rare. We conclude
that the coronal Alfv´ en speed can vary from <200km/s to
1600km/s from event to event. This is in addition to the ra-
dial variation discussed by Mann et al. (1999), Gopalswamy
et al. (2001a), and Mann et al. (2003). Consideration of such
variation helps us understand not only RQ and RL CMEs,
but also the relation between emission components produced
at different radial distances from the Sun.
6 Summary and conclusions
This work concerns the ability of CMEs to produce type II
radio bursts and SEPs, through the common process of par-
ticle acceleration by fast mode MHD shocks. We are not
concerned about particle acceleration by ﬂare processes that
result in other types of radio emission such as type III bursts
and impulsive SEP events. Using the extensive and uniform
data on CMEs, SEPs, and type II radio bursts that became
available during the SOHO era, we discuss how the CME
properties such as speed, width and solar source longitude
decide whether CMEs are associated with type II radio bursts
and SEP events. We ﬁnd that some radio-quiet CMEs are as-
sociated with small SEP events suggesting that these CMEs
may drive weak shocks. We also ﬁnd that some radio-loud
CMEs are not associated with SEP events, mainly because of
poor connectivity. Overall, we arrive at conclusions similar
to Sheeley et al. (1984): either some fast and wide CMEs
do not drive shocks or they drive weak shocks that do not
produce detectable radio emission. The difference is we ex-
tend the analysis to the interplanetary type II bursts and solar
energetic particle events, so we consider the general issue of
particle acceleration, not just metric type II burst association.
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In addition, we arrive at the range of values for the Alfv´ en
speed in the corona and near-Sun interplanetary medium.
We divide the fast and wide radio-loud CME population
into three subgroups based on the wavelength range of type II
bursts: (i) metric domain only, (ii) decametre-hectometric
(DH) and longer wavelengths only, and (iii) all wavelengths
(metric + DH and longer) and compared their properties. We
ﬁnd that the speed and fraction of halos in the three CME
populations increase in the order (i), (ii), and (iii). The radio-
quiet CMEs are slower than all three radio-loud populations
and have a lower fraction of halo CMEs as well. The SEP as-
sociation rate also increases in the same order, pointing to the
importance of longer wavelength type II bursts as indicators
of SEP events.
We calculate the type II (metric and or DH) burst associa-
tion rate as a function of CME speed, width and solar-source
location. We ﬁnd a steady increase in the association rate
as the speed and width increase. The rate reaches 100% for
large speeds (≥2000km/s), while the rate reaches 100% only
for the widest non-halos. For full halos, the association rate
is only ∼85% because some full halos are slow. The type II
association rate peaks for CME source regions close to the
disk center, with a slight western bias. When we consider the
association rate of DH type II bursts (irrespective of the ex-
istence of a metric component) in the general CME popula-
tion, we ﬁnd that the association rate starts increasing rapidly
around 1000km/s and reaches 100% at a speed of 2000km/s.
The rate also increases with width starting from about 60◦
and reaching a maximum of ∼47% for full halos. Thus the
deﬁnition of fast and wide CMEs with speeds ≥900km/s and
widths ≥60◦ is well founded.
We also ﬁnd that when a fast and wide CME lacks type II
emission, it also lacks a large SEP event. This is deﬁnitely
useful knowledge. However, this does not mean that all
CMEs with type II bursts are accompanied by SEP events:
only about half of the CMEs associated with DH type II
bursts are also accompanied by large SEP events. This is
consistent with the lack of hemispheric preference for RL
CME sources and the preferred western source location for
SEP-associated CMEs.
Although most of the RQ CMEs are ejected at large an-
gles to the Sun-Earth line, a subset of them have source
distribution overlapping with that of the RL CMEs and the
sources are located to the west of the disk center. We es-
timate that the deprojected average speed of these CMEs is
∼1600km/s. Lack of type II radio bursts implies that these
CMEs ought to be propagating through the corona and inter-
planetary medium where the Alfv´ en speed is relatively high.
No shock implies an Alfv´ en speed of at least 1600km/s,
whereas weak subcritical shock implies an Alfv´ en speed of
at least 1100km/s. This is much higher than the nominal
500km/s usually assumed for the corona. Occasionally, the
Alfv´ en speed can be below 200km/s as inferred from the
speed distribution of CMEs associated with type II radio
bursts. These results illustrate the highly inhomogeneous
nature of the corona and interplanetary medium causing the
spatial and temporal variation of the Alfv´ en speed by a large
factor.
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